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Grand Celebration - Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour 
Get ready to enjoy our most popular Grand Canyon helicopter flight 

as you embark on an unforgettable journey which includes an  

exclusive landing on the floor of the West Rim.  

Grand Celebration with Las Vegas Strip Flight 
This extended version of the Grand Celebration - Grand Canyon 

Helicopter Tour includes a flight over the famous Las Vegas Strip on 

your return from the majestic Grand Canyon.  

Sunset Grand Celebration Helicopter Tour 
Looking for an extra special experience? Enjoy a return flight from 

the Grand Canyon when the setting sun casts an orange glow over 

this magical landscape.  

Grand Celebration with Skywalk and Boat Cruise 
This canyon experience brings together three of the most popular 

activities available at Grand Canyon West; a helicopter flight, a  

picturesque cruise and a walk across the Grand Canyon Skywalk.  

Grand Celebration Helicopter Tour & Black Canyon Rafting 
This experience  pairs a stunning helicopter landing at the bottom of 

the Grand Canyon with a smooth water float trip down the  

Colorado River through Black Canyon.  

Sunset Grand Celebration with Las Vegas Strip Flight 
Enjoy a magical Grand Canyon helicopter flight to and from the famous 

Canyon before returning at sunset for a spectacular journey over the 

bright neon lights of the Las Vegas Strip.  

Grand Celebration and Eldorado Adventure 
Combine an exciting helicopter flight to the mighty Grand Canyon 

with a visit to Eldorado Canyon, a historical site which was the scene 

of Nevada's biggest gold mining boom.  

Las Vegas Weddings - Grand Canyon Helicopter Wedding  
For a truly once-in-a-lifetime experience, take a breathtaking flight to 

the Grand Canyon's West Rim before tying the knot in the spectacular 

surrounds of this geographical wonderland.  

Las Vegas Strip Highlights Helicopter Flight 
You won't forget this fantastic helicopter flight in a hurry as you 

swoop over the famous Las Vegas Strip to take in a bird's eye view of 

the world famous hotels, iconic locations, and bright neon lights.  

North Canyon Helicopter Tour 
This thrilling helicopter flight over the Grand Canyon takes you from 

the South Rim and along the revered Dragon Corridor giving you a 

'Front-Row' seat to this Natural Wonder of the World.  
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Golden Eagle Helicopter Tour 
The Golden Eagle Air Tour is perfect for Las Vegas guests who are 

pressed for time but still want to experience majestic bird's eye 

views of the Grand Canyon.  

Golden Eagle Helicopter Flight with Grand Canyon Skywalk  
On this enhanced version of the Golden Eagle Helicopter Tour to 

the Grand Canyon, your helicopter touches down at Eagle Point so 

you can experience the spectacular Grand Canyon Skywalk.  

Grand Voyager with Grand Canyon Descent and Boat Ride 
A unique experience is guaranteed on this action-packed excursion 

which combines three thrilling modes of transport: plane, boat and 

helicopter!  

Grand Voyage with Descent, Boat Ride and Skywalk 
A unique experience combining plane, boat, helicopter and the  

Skywalk, a glass-bottomed bridge suspended 70 feet over the edge 

of the Gran Canyon's rim!  

Grand Canyon Highlights by Plane Tickets 
If you are pushed for time then this 70-minute sightseeing flight 

offers the perfect solution by delivering spectacular views of the 

Grand Canyon and its surrounding landscape.  

Grand Canyon Deluxe Air & Ground Tour 
Discover the wonders of the Grand Canyon's South Rim on this popular 

tour from Las Vegas which soars over numerous sights before touching 

down at one of its most famous parts for a scenic coach tour.  

Grand Canyon Deluxe Airplane Tour with Helicopter Add-on 

This enhanced version of the Grand Canyon Deluxe Airplane Tour 

includes a magical 25-30 minute helicopter flight over the widest 

and deepest part of the Grand Canyon.  

Indian Adventure and Grand Canyon Skywalk 
Experience an amazing scenic flight over the Grand Canyon, a  

fascinating ground excursion and a thrilling visit to the Canyon's latest 

attraction, The Skywalk.  

Indian Adventure Grand Canyon Plane Flight 
As well as flying over the Grand Canyon, this tour also includes a  

fascinating ground excursion exploring the ancient lands of the 

Hualapai tribe.  
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